At the Core of Internet Timing
Abstract
Internet based synchronization of software clocks is a service relied upon by the global computer population.
It is made possible by the existence of a forest of timeservers, the time distribution protocol NTP exchanging
timestamps between hosts and their timeserver(s), and synchronization algorithms. At the roots of this forest
are the Stratum-1 servers, those enjoying direct access to reference hardware such as an atomic clock, or a
reliable GNSS receiver. The Stratum-1 servers act as independent systems, serving their respective trees.
They are trusted, core infrastructure, but recent work has shown that many are inaccurate, creating timing
errors that cannot be detected by client software, and that no-one is keeping track of. In this talk the
fundamental difficulties in the Internet timing landscape will be described, and a new system design, the
Network Timing Core (NTC), will be described to replace the independent Stratum-1 model, which addresses
these fundamentals at their core.
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